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Social Media Caption Snippets

Doesn't it seem like the whole world shifted in the past few days?

 

I/we want to help now, more than ever.

 

This might feel awkward since we’re in the middle of a pandemic, but… 

 

In times of uncertainty, people tend to [do this]. We want to encourage

you to [do this] instead.

 

We are grateful for our people, above all else. 

 

Now, more than ever, is the time to choose [ community, connection,

collaboration ]. 

 

. 

 

Use these as a starting place when crafting your posts

To help give you a leg up in crafting social media posts

during this weird moment in history, I’ve written out a

few social media snippets that you can use in your

upcoming posts. These are just a few ideas for how you

can talk about business without sounding like things

are “business as usual.”



At [ brand name ] we’re choosing to keep it positive. 

 

With all of the uncertainty right now, I wanted to offer… 

 

In this time of uncertainty, we’re so grateful for… 

 

I know things feel heavy this week, so I wanted to share a special gift

with you… 

 

Fun Fact: There’s a lot we can’t change right now.

Other Fun Fact: [insert something here about your business]

 

Tell us what’s on your mind and where we can help the most. We’ll do

our best to continue sharing... 

 

No matter what’s going on in the world right now, [insert your topic] is

worth talking about.

 

Due to all this craziness with COVID-19 and most of us choosing to

self-isolate, we wanted to make sure you still have [insert offer here].

 

We’re feeling the doubt and uncertainty too, which is why we’re

offering [insert offer here].

 

We know many of you are suddenly living life a bit differently. 

 

There’s so much uncertainty in the world, but we don’t have to do this

alone. Just isolated.

 

How is the current situation affecting our business:

 



As we prepare for  [ insert upcoming offer here ] , we’re practicing

social distancing. In the meantime, we wanted to share …. 

 

There’s no way we could have prepared for this. 

 

Need a little break from the politics and virus news? Here’s how we

can help!

 

In response to current health conditions, our office is currently

working remote. But we still find ways to stay connected. Today we

had a [ description of virtual gathering, happy hour, etc ] 

 

[ Brand Name] is staying vigilant in our efforts to help the communities

we serve during this uncertain time. 

 

We are in unprecedented times, and it can feel overwhelming just to

sit down at the computer in the morning and check the news. 

 

Here are the actions we’re taking to promote health and safety of our

communities in this uncertain time.

 

 

Things are changing around us at incredible speed, but at [ Brand

Name] we are continually adapting our operations and business to

keep our employees, clients, and community safe 

 

Despite the disruptions to daily life caused by COVID-19, we still are

committed to delivering an exceptional client experience

 

 



Effective [DATE], our offices have been working remotely until further

notice. It’s been a huge change, but we feel confident that this is the

right decision to help #FlattenTheCurve. 

 

In the midst of an unprecedented time for all of us, I wanted to share

with you how [ Brand Name ] is responding to the emergence of

COVID-19. 

 

We want to share the actions we're taking to help protect our clients

and community in the face of this pandemic — and what you can do to

help.

 

So much has changed in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, and we

feel that it's absolutely critical to remain connected with our

customers now more than ever. In that spirit, [ Brand Name ] is

offering [insert offer here]. 

 

While this COVID-19 pandemic is challenging for everyone, we’re

taking this opportunity to focus on what matters the most: our people. 

 

Important Message from the Creator
Hey there! Andréa here...

As a social media strategist and business leader trying to figure out what

the heck to post on social media during this economic crisis, it’s hard to

even know what to write, honestly. How do you approach something like a

pandemic? 

 



Before I dive into what I’ve observed in the recent days, I wanted to pause

first and remind you to take care of yourself.

 

With the COVID-19 pandemic happening, of course our first priority is to

stay physically safe.

 

But remember to take care of yourself mentally, too. It’s ok to go offline for

a bit. I know that I initially felt pretty overwhelmed with the massive

amounts of social media posts around about the current status of this

virus, and it’s taken me a few days just to adjust to the huge tone shift on

my social media feed. 

 

But I’ve realized that my goal is to be informed, not overwhelmed. It's
important to protect your energy as well as your physical health. Don’t

underestimate the stress this is causing you, your family, and your

community. 

 

With that caveat in place, I’d like to share some suggestions and

observations that I hope will help you navigate your social media content

schedule during an economic crisis like the current COVID-19 pandemic.

 

As business owners, we’re scared to post something that may feel out of

touch. We’re afraid to market our products and services because we don’t

want to be insensitive to what others are going through. The last thing any
of us want to do is hurt someone. 
 

 

 



You may be looking around to see what others in your industry are doing,

but remember that they’re scared too. They’re waiting for someone like

you to make a decision and shine a light in this dark time. It’s time to make

your difference.

 

Instead of thinking about how not offending anyone, focus on how you can

HELP the MOST amount of people right now. Focus your energy on

starting conversations, speaking to relevant areas of expertise, and

reassuring your clients, partners, and friends how you’re responding to

this time of immense change. 

 

 

I encourage you to be a leader.



Here’s what you CAN do:
Address the issue 
Adjust/remove current scheduled posts
Plan for future posts 
Be a leader 
Ask questions 
Engage your community.

 

Here’s what I suggest NOT to do:
Don’t make any claims that your product or service
is related to COVID-19 (if it’s not)
Don’t increase your prices
Don’t pretend nothing is happening
Beware of using Coronavirus or COVID-19 for any
paid advertisements (or boosted posts)
Don’t recommend health actions not recommended
by an official health organization 

 

Need additional support?
For more social media

resources and support, visit

the SavvySocialSchool.com

and use code MARCH20 for

an introductory offer.

https://savvysocialschool.com/p/savvy-social-school/?product_id=1274997&coupon_code=MARCH2020
https://savvysocialschool.com/p/savvy-social-school/?product_id=1274997&coupon_code=MARCH2020
https://savvysocialschool.com/p/savvy-social-school/?product_id=1274997&coupon_code=MARCH2020

